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This paper presents a Proposed Method for Dolomite Land Hazard and Risk Assessment for characterising the potential stability of dolomite land, which is based on the Method of Scenario Supposition proposed by Buttrick and Van Schalkwyk (1996). The Proposed Method considers risk as well as hazard and reviews the classification of sites in terms of Dolomite Area Designations as defined in the National Home Builders Registration Council’s Home Building Manual (NHBCR 1998). The Proposed Method requires the evaluation of site geological conditions, provides a deductive framework within which professional judgement must be exercised, and offers a tool for the quantification and management of development risk. The provisions of the Housing Consumer Protection Measures Act (Act 95 of 1998) for the management of risk relating to housing development on dolomitic land are also presented.

INTRODUCTION

In South Africa, the term ‘dolomite land’ has a negative connotation due to its association with the damaging effects of sinkholes and dolines. The term is used for areas underlain directly or at shallow depth (<100 m) by dolomitic rock of the Chunxiesport Group of the Transvaal Supergroup (Proterozoic age). It therefore includes areas where dolomite is covered by younger deposits (Pretoria Group) of the Transvaal Supergroup, the Karoo Supergroup (Paleozoic age) or unconsolidated deposits of Cretaceous age.

Twenty per cent of the densely populated Pretoria-Witwatersrand-Vereeniging area of Gauteng Province is underlain by dolomite (Van Schalkwyk 1981) and most of the gold mining areas in the Far West Rand and North-West Province occur on dolomite land. These areas are used extensively for urban and industrial development, and in the past forty years 38 people have lost their lives in sinkholes, while damage to or loss of property has exceeded R1 billion. Although damage to property continues to escalate, no loss of life in sinkholes has been reported since the early 1970s. Damage to property and loss of life have been recorded in rural and urban areas, including residential, commercial and industrial developments. In spite of this sad history, there is increasing pressure to provide more housing on dolomite, especially for underprivileged communities. It is the authors’ opinion that most of the losses as a result of sinkholes and dolines can be attributed to inappropriately designed development on dolomite land and are avoidable.

Dolomitic rock is composed mainly of the mineral dolomite, which is a carbonate of calcium and magnesium. Groundwater that is weakly acidic through enrichment with carbon dioxide dissolves and removes the calcium and magnesium in the form of bicarbonates as it percolates through the network of joints, fractures and faults in the rock mass. This dissolution gives rise to karst features in the form of cave systems and voids. In many parts of South Africa the karst landscape is buried beneath younger deposits and/or weathering products of the dolomitic formation, and these materials can either collapse or be transported into voids or cave systems, resulting in catastrophic ground movement at surface. The manifestation of this movement is either a sinkhole or a doline (subidence). Sinkholes are generally of limited areal extent (diameter <100 m), but can manifest within seconds and without warning. Dolines, on the
other hand, are large depressions, typically 30 m to 1 km in length, that develop slowly over periods of weeks, months or even years. More information on the mechanism of sinkhole and doline formation can be found in the case literature, eg Ensln (1951), Brink and Partridge (1965), Kleywegt (1974), Kleywegt and Pike (1982), Buttrick and Van Schalkwyk (1995 and 1998) and Jennings, Brink, Louw and Gowan (1965).

Buttrick (1992) addressed the need for documenting a standardised, functional framework of reference for characterising the potential stability of sites on dolomitic land, and the Method of Scenario Supposition for evaluating the risk of sinkhole and doline formation was proposed by Buttrick and Van Schalkwyk (1995). This method requires hypothesising the impact of man's future activities on the risk for sinkhole and doline formation within a dolomitic karst environment in the context of either a dewatering or non-dewatering scenario.

With the more recent requirement (Section 12 Act 95 of 1996) that local authorities and other institutions adopt risk management systems, it is clear that dolomitic stability characterisation has to be refined further to include the concepts of both hazard and risk (Buttrick & Van Schalkwyk 1998). Although the terms hazard and risk are applied in a connotative sense in many fields of work, the authors decided to use them in the context of their literal and primary meaning. This was done after consultation with colleagues and technical members of the insurance industry (Carter 1990).

Legal requirements for geotechnical investigations of dolomite land for residential development have been incorporated in various Acts and Ordinances (Van Schalkwyk 1998) and are now also contained in the National Home Builders Registration Council’s Home Building Manual (NHHBC 1999), a document published in terms of the Housing Consumers Protection Measures Act (Act 95 of 1998).

The Method of Scenario Supposition (Buttrick & Van Schalkwyk 1995) focuses on the planning stage of development rather than on the detailed development stage, and can therefore not solely be used to control housing design and development. In order to address this shortcoming, the Joint Structural Division of the South African Institution of Civil Engineering (1998) developed and published an addendum (Joint Structural Division 1998) to their Code of Practice (1995) on areas underlain by dolomites. This addendum provides for Dolomite Area Designations by which housing sites can be described in terms of precautionary measures, similar to the way in which Site Classes are used to describe sites in terms of foundation design and building procedures (Watermeyer & Tromp 1997). The Home Building Manual (NHHBC 1999) contains a slightly modified version of the Dolomite Area Designations and requires that housing sites underlain by dolomites be designated both in terms of Dolomite Area Designations and Site Classes. The Standard Method for Dolomite Land Hazard and Risk Assessment presented in this paper integrates a modified version of the Method of Scenario Supposition with the Dolomite Area Designations provided for in the Home Building Manual.

The contents of this paper are presented as part of ongoing consideration and research to enhance the quality of dolomite stability investigations. It should be viewed as a set of guidelines that must be applied with professional judgement, rather than as a formula that is prone to misuse in the hands of inexperienced practitioners. The authors intend to update these guidelines from time to time and would welcome suggestions for improvement from colleagues.

**TERMINOLOGY AND DEFINITIONS**

**Hazard and Risk**

The Oxford and Collins dictionaries respectively define hazard as 'things that can cause damage' and 'a thing likely to cause injury'. These dictionaries respectively define risk as 'the possibility of meeting danger' and 'the possibility of incurring misfortune or loss', that is, the 'possibility' of the 'thing' happening. Technical members of the insurance industry indicate that risk is probable occurrence in a period of time and hazard is defined as 'what dangers you may come up against which may cause damage/injury and can/cannot be avoided depending on the risk and risk factors'. They further indicate that where 'risks are high, more hazards will present themselves' (Carter 1999). Teitz (1998) indicates that the analysis of risk may in one case be scientifically and/or statistically based and, in another case, call on judgement, instinct or prejudice. In the context of the stability characterisation of sites on dolomite land, the following concepts and definitions are put forward:

- **Hazard**: Hazard refers to the feature (e.g. sinkhole or doline) that manifests and is determined by the characteristics of the dolomite profile. The scale of the hazard is expressed as small, medium, large and very large, for example medium-size sinkhole.

- **Inherent Risk**: Inherent Risk of a site refers to the chance for a certain size sinkhole or doline to occur within the postulated scenario of land use and dewatering or non-dewatering. It depends on the mobilising potential of the blanketing layer and the nature of the mobilising agents. Since the nature of the mobilising agents depends on the future land use and can usually not be assessed during the site characterisation stage, it must be assumed that the site is developed and treated inappropriately, resulting in all mobilising agents becoming operative. To assess the Inherent Risk, one must assume that the mobilising agents are acting on the subsurface profile of a site. Inherent Risk is rated in three categories (low, medium or high) and a site (profile) retains its Inherent Risk irrespective of the recommended or actual development on surface.

- **Development Risk**: Development Risk refers to the likelihood and extent of loss of life, loss or damage to property or financial loss that is rated in two categories, namely acceptable or unacceptable. The assessment of development risk is based on the Hazard, the Inherent Risk, the socio-economic factors (including type of development, density of development, level of servicing, precautionary and remedial measures and level of risk management) and time.

**Factors for characterising Hazard and Inherent Risk**

Postulated mechanisms of sinkhole and doline formation involve different processes, geological settings and agents. Current knowledge of the mechanisms of sinkhole and doline formation require that use should be made of a generalised and simple set of factors (circumstances, facts or influences contributing to a result) to evaluate the Hazard and Inherent Risk.

Terminology used for dolomite land Hazard and risk assessment is defined below. An idealised three-dimensional model of a portion of dolomite land is depicted in figure 1 on page 29. The various components of the model are used to assist in explaining the definitions.

- **Blanketing layer**: Dolomitic overburden comprises all the materials occurring between the ground surface and the dolomitic bedrock surface. It typically includes residual dolomitic soils (wash and chalk rubble), fresh and weathered intrusive sills, layers of Karroo sedimentary rocks and Quaternary deposits. The term blanketing layer, however, is defined here as that component of the dolomitic overburden that overlies the potential receptacles. Figure 1 depicts two blanketing layers, one of which (1a) comprises the full thickness of dolomitic overburden, while the other (1b) is relatively thin and overlies interconnected openings within the overburden.

- **Receptacles**: Receptacles may occur either as small disseminated and interconnected openings in the overburden (especially where chert rubble is pres-
ent), or as substantial openings (cavities) in the bedrock. Both types of openings may be able to receive mobilised (transported) materials from overlying horizons.

- **Mobilisation and mobilising agents:** In the dolomitic context, mobilisation is defined as the movement of dolomitic overburden by subsurface erosion. Mobilising agents include ingress water, ground vibrations, water level drawdown or any activity or process that can induce mobilisation of the material within the blanketing layer under the force of gravity. In a non-dewatering scenario the static ground water level is not an agent but a positive, mitigating factor.

- **Maximum potential development space:** The maximum potential development space is a simplified estimation of the maximum size sinkhole that can be expected to develop in a particular profile, provided that the available space is fully exploited by a mobilising agency (see figure 1). The available space depends on the depth below ground surface to the throat of a receptacle or disseminated receptacle and the ‘angle-of-draw’ in the various blanketing materials.

**METHODOLOGY FOR DETERMINING THE HAZARD AND INHERENT RISK**

**Site investigation**

Geophysical surveys and/or relevant remote-sensing techniques and field information (geological mapping) are used to subdivide a site into potential (karst) morphological zones (steps 1 and 2, table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Application of the method of scenario supposition: some of the more important considerations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Step</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobilisation agency/agents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receptacle development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential development space (ie potential sinkhole size)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nature of blanketing layer/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobilisation potential of blanketing layer/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Boreholes are then drilled to characterise these zones in terms of Hazard and Inherent Risk (steps 3 and 4, table 1). After the characterisation of individual boreholes, all boreholes are viewed spatially through use of geophysical tools such as gravity. This can be done by compiling isopach maps (horizon thicknesses, thickness of compressible materials, depth to bedrock, etc) and by extrapolation, thus providing information to refine potential stability zones and boundaries (step 5, table 1).

![Figure 1 Schematic three-dimensional model showing various components of dolomite land](image-url)
Determination of the Hazard

Sinkhole size

The maximum size of a sinkhole can be assessed by estimating the potential development space within the blanketing layer. This space is associated with either a receptacle or disseminated receptacles and depends on the following properties of the soil profile:

- Estimated depth below ground surface to the potential throat of either the receptacle or disseminated receptacles (ie the thickness of the blanketing layer).
- Size of the throat or potential throat. The size of the throat or potential throat may relate to the width of a solution opening (spike or fissure).
- Estimated ‘angle of draw’ in the various horizons of the blanketing layer. The ‘angle of draw’ in a material describes a cone and defines the angle of a metastable slope to which a particular mobilising agency will become operative in that material. The material within the cone can potentially be mobilised by being moved or drawn into the conduit at the base of the cone. Typical angles of draw may range from 45 degrees for silty clay (wad) to 90 degrees for shale or chert. These figures are cited merely as examples of the range of values for the angle of draw. The values are dependent on local conditions, observation of actual sinkhole side walls in the immediate area, if available, and, more importantly, geotechnical information gathered during field investigation. Rigid values cannot be prescribed because of the variability of materials and the need to evaluate local conditions and apply professional judgement.

The first step in assessing the potential development space is to consider the presence of receptacles or disseminated receptacles. Any suppositions made should be elaborated on in the reporting stage of an investigation giving reasons based on experience and data.

Conservative assumptions should be reported. For example, it may be assumed that receptacles are present within the bedrock, although not encountered during drilling.

The second step is to determine the depth below ground surface of the potential receptacles. The presence of disseminated receptacles occurring above the dolomitic bedrock should also be considered. It may be necessary to assess or accept the worst possible situation.

The third step is to consider the thickness of the various horizons constituting the blanketing layer. Figure 1 displays this concept schematically. The depth to the potential receptacle is obtained from borehole information, while the radius of the potential development space on surface is obtained by a simplified diagrammatic construction. The ‘angle of draw’ of the various materials and the depth of the receptacle are used to project and estimate the radius. The size of the receptacles will determine to what extent the potential development space can be utilised. Thus for each receptacle there is a ‘potential development space’ that may be fully realised or exploited, creating the maximum size sinkhole, provided that (i) the receptacle is large enough to accommodate all the mobilised material from the potential development space, (ii) all the materials within the blanketing layer can be mobilised and (iii) an adequate and sustained mobilising agency is present. As there is no efficient technique available at present to ascertain the volume of receptacles, it must be assumed that receptacles of adequate volume are present.

Table 2 contains broad categories of ‘potential development space’ and hence the associated scale of potential maximum size sinkholes.

**Doline size**

Doline size is predictable only if formed by the process of premature termination of sinkhole formation. Where a doline is formed by consolidation of overburden material due to dewatering, the size is difficult to determine. However, the use of gravity and borehole data may give an indication of potential doline scale. Typical sizes range from several metres in width and length to several kilometres in length. Consequently, for dolines, the intention is only to determine whether their formation is feasible and not to determine their sizes. Hazard is therefore typically expressed as ‘doline and large sinkhole’ or ‘doline and medium-size sinkhole’.

**Determination of the Inherent Risk**

Sinkholes

The Inherent Risk for sinkhole formation is a reflection of the geotechnical characteristics of the materials in the blanketing layer and depends mainly on the susceptibility (also termed mobilising potential) of materials to exploitation and mobilisation under the influence of a mobilising agency.

For the selection of this hypothetical mobilising agency, it is assumed that the site will be ‘abused’ through inappropriate land use, poor management of stormwater and waterbearing infrastructure during future development and the worst-case scenario for dewatering and/or water ingress should be assumed.

The susceptibility of the blanketing layer to mobilisation and formation of a sinkhole is expressed in terms of risk that is classified as a Low, Medium or High Inherent Risk. The Inherent Risk of a site remains the same, irrespective of the recommended or actual development type.

The first step is to consider the potential mobilising agents. In the evaluation and reporting procedure, it is important to indicate clearly the particular external mobilising agents or combination of agents to which the blanketing layer may be subjected in future. Substantiation should be provided for assumptions made in the deductive process.

The next step is to consider the mobilising potential of the blanketing layer. Boreholes drilled during a site investigation are individually evaluated and their profiles characterised by being abstractly subjected to the activity of an assumed mobilising agency within the context of the selected scenario. This borehole information is also considered in conjunction with geophysical information. Kleywegt and Emslin (1973) described the use of gravity as a tool in delineating potentially problematic areas with respect to ground settlement. If, for example, it is assumed that the profile will be subjected to a mobilising agency in the form of ingress water, then the potential susceptibility to erosion of the materials within the blanketing layer must be assessed. The susceptibility to consolidation and subsurface erosion, including piping erosion, should be carefully argued, considering aspects such as the grading, density and permeability. If it is likely that dewatering of the local dolomitic aquifer will occur during the lifetime of the development, then the dewatering scenario must be considered. In a non-dewatering situation, where sub-
Table 3 Guidelines for assessing the risk for mobilisation of the blanketing layer (Inherent Risk for sinkholes)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inherent Risk</th>
<th>Typical site conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>The profile displays no voids. No air loss or sample loss is recorded during drilling operations. Either a very shallow water table or a substantial horizon of materials with a low potential susceptibility to mobilisation may be present within the blanketing layer (eg continuous intrusive features or shale material). Depth to potential receptacle is typically great and the nature of the blanketing layer is not conducive to mobilisation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>This type of profile is characterised by an absence of substantial ‘protective’ horizon and has a blanketing layer of materials potentially susceptible to mobilisation by extraneous mobilisation agents. The water table is below the blanketing layer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>The blanketing layer of the high-risk profile reflects a great susceptibility to mobilisation. A void may be present and is interpreted to be very likely, within the potential development space, indicating that the process of sinkhole formation has already started. Boreholes may register large cavities, sample loss, air loss, etc. Convincing evidence exists of cavernous subsurface conditions which will act as receptacles. The water table is below the blanketing layer. In a dewatering situation, the lowering of a shallow groundwater level would obviously increase the risk of mobilisation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Surface erosion is caused by ingress water, the premature termination of the process may result in a doline rather than a sinkhole. The mobilisation potential is evaluated in terms of different scenarios or the interaction of various scenarios.

The characterisation of the individual boreholes within a potential zone are then considered collectively (step 5, table 1). It several boreholes confirm a particular Inherent Risk characterisation, that zone will be defined accordingly. The subsurface conditions represented by the various boreholes are used in conjunction with geophysical data, anticipated karst and dolomite bedrock morphology and geohydrology to develop a holistic perspective of a subarea and a ‘composite’ Inherent Risk characterisation of the zone. If there are marked deviations, the zoning should be modified by the creation of separate zones, always erring in the favour of a conservative (worst-case) assessment.

The susceptibility of the subsurface profile, and in particular the blanketing layer to mobilisation, is described in table 3.

MPS1 (Maximum anticipated potential development space) in figure 1(a) depicts a profile with a deep groundwater level situated within the bedrock. The blanketing layer and hence the potential development space is fully exposed to the potential activities of extraneous mobilising agents. This figure also depicts a significant layer of intrusive material with a low mobilisation potential, that is, Low Inherent Risk. This horizon acts as either an aquiclude or an aquitard that prevents mobilisation and movement of materials into the receptacle. The material within the development space is thus protected from the mobilisation agency.

MPS2 (Maximum anticipated potential development space) in figure 1(b) reveals the presence of potential disseminated receptacles above the intrusive horizon displaying the low mobilisation potential, that is, Low Inherent Risk. A smaller potential development space is thus available for exploitation by a mobilising agency.

Dolines

The susceptibility of the soil material to mobilisation, that is, consolidation settlement under the influence of the mobilising agency (water table drawdown or surface water ingress), may be characterised as described in table 4.

Establishing the Development Risk

Urban development normally results in a disturbance of the metastable conditions prevalent in the dolomitic environment. Consequently, the basic design of a township is a key element in the overall strategy to minimise the impact of the proposed development. For example, the placement of a high-density site and service scheme on an area characterised as of high Inherent Risk for medium-size sinkhole development is not good practice and must not be allowed. Such development is less controlled, services of inherent quality may be utilised, and there may not be the necessary control on surface drainage. If a catastrophic event were to occur, the high population concentration dramatically increases the likelihood of people losing their lives. The Development Risk is therefore unacceptable. An area with such a Hazard and Inherent Risk characterisation could be better utilised for commercial or light industrial development where more elaborate and expensive design solutions can be afforded to reduce the likelihood of disturbing the metastable state and hence making the Development Risk acceptable.

Once the Hazard and Inherent Risk of a site have been established, a type of development can be selected that is appropriate and will result in an acceptable Development Risk over a specified period of time.

Table 5 indicates the number of ground-movement events anticipated to be generated in low, medium and high Inherent risk areas if inappropriate development were to take place.

Acceptable Development Risk

Development Risk is regarded as 'acceptable' where the statistical occurrence of events is in the range of 0 ≤ 0.1 event per hectare over a twenty year period (preferably at the lower end of the scale) and 'unacceptable' where the number of events exceeds 0.1 event per hectare. In relating this limit to the established Inherent Risk of a site, it must be kept in mind that the definition of Inherent Risk implies inappropriate use of the site.

Experience shows that sites of Low and Medium Inherent Risk (< 1 event per hectare) may be considered for residential development, since the Development Risk

Table 4 Guidelines for assessing the risk for mobilisation of the blanketing layer (Inherent Risk for dolines)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inherent Risk</th>
<th>Typical site conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>In this type of profile, the water table can be (i) above the bedrock and at shallow depth reducing the likelihood of ingress water eroding the blanketing layer, (ii) in the dolomite bedrock negating the effect of water table drawdown or (iii) in soil material with geotechnical characteristics reflecting a low susceptibility to consolidation settlement, ie material with high density, low void ratio and low compression index (eg Karoo shale).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>This type of profile is characterised by an absence of a substantial ‘protective’ horizon and has a blanketing layer of materials potentially susceptible to mobilisation by ingress water. The water table is within the bedrock or at depth within the blanketing layer. Voids and disseminated voids may be present above the bedrock, indicating the susceptibility to doline formation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
can be maintained at an ‘acceptable’ level through appropriate township design, remedial measures, precautionary measures, vigilance and proactive maintenance strategies. Similarly, sites of High Inherent Risk may be used for selected industrial and commercial development through the use of appropriate design and maintenance measures such as extensive paving around structures, extensive stormwater systems, and lower density of waterbearing infrastructure.

**RISK CHARACTERISATION AND APPROPRIATE URBAN DEVELOPMENT**

It is recommended that use be made of a zoning system relating the Inherent Risk characterisation of an area and certain suitable or appropriate types of development. Table 6 denotes these suggested types of development as related to the Inherent Risk and the Hazard characterisation. Development design is based on the most conservative assessment for an area, that is, on the risk of the most catastrophic events occurring.

The recommendations are a systematic progression of measures:

- Limited restriction on the type of residential development, provided that certain precautions are taken in the design and maintenance of services.
- Restrictions that affect both the density of development and the type of development, for example making provision for structures where the additional costs of special foundations and precautions can be afforded.

- Recommendations that land allocation be restricted to open areas or special parks.

The basic philosophy of this zoning system is therefore that with increasing Inherent Risk of more catastrophic events occurring, the density of development should decrease and construction costs would increase, that is, the Development Risk must remain ‘acceptable’.

Table 6 does not deal with all the possible combinations of Inherent Risks and events, but does indicate development type as related to a trend of increasing

**Table 6 Characterisation: Inherent Risk of doline and a specified-size sinkhole forming (Hazard)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inherent Risk Class</th>
<th>Small sinkhole</th>
<th>Medium sinkhole</th>
<th>Large sinkhole</th>
<th>Very large sinkhole</th>
<th>Risk of doline formation</th>
<th>Recommended type of development in order to maintain acceptable Development Risk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sinkhole diameter</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>* = Number of anticipated events per hectare over a period of 20 years with poor design and management (see table 3). # = Non-Dewatering Scenario and Dewatering Scenario.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class 1</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low #NDS or DS</td>
<td>Residential, light industrial and commercial development provided that appropriate water precautionary measures are applied. Other factors affecting economic viability such as excavatability, problem soils, etc, must be evaluated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class 2</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Medium #NDS</td>
<td>Residential development with remedial water precautionary measures. No site and service schemes. May consider for commercial or light industrial development.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class 3</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Medium #NDS</td>
<td>Selected residential development with exceptionally stringent precautionary measures and design criteria. No site and service schemes. May consider for commercial or light (dry) industrial development with appropriate precautionary measures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class 4</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Medium #NDS</td>
<td>Selected residential development with exceptionally stringent precautionary measures and design criteria. No site and service schemes. May utilise for commercial or light (dry) industrial development with appropriate stringent precautionary measures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class 5</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High #NDS</td>
<td>These areas are usually not recommended for residential development but under certain circumstances selected residential development (including lower-density residential development, multi-storied complexes, etc), may be considered, commercial and light industrial development. The risk of sinkhole and doline formation is adjudged to be such that precautionary measures, in addition to those pertaining to the prevention of concentrated ingress of water into the ground are required to permit the construction of housing units.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class 6</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High #NDS</td>
<td>These areas are usually not recommended for residential development but under certain circumstances highrise structures or gentleman’s estates (stands 4 000 m² with 500 m² proven suitable for placing a house) may be considered, commercial or light industrial development. Expensive foundation designs may be necessary. Sealing of surfaces, earth mattresses, water in sleeves or in ducts, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class 7</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High #NDS</td>
<td>No residential development. Special types of commercial or light industrial (dry) development only (eg bus or trucking depots, coal yards, parking areas). All surfaces sealed. Suitable for parkland.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class 8</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low-High #NDS or DS</td>
<td>No development, nature reserves or parkland.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 7 Dolomitic area designations (Joint Structural Division 1999; NHBRC 1999)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dolomitic Area Class</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Typical foundation solutions (masonry structures)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D1</td>
<td>No precautionary measures are required to permit the construction of housing units due to an adequate overburden thickness</td>
<td>Foundations in accordance with the Joint Structural Division's Code of Practice (1995)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2</td>
<td>The risk of sinkhole and doline formation is adjudged to be such that only general precautionary measures, which are intended to prevent the concentrated ingress of water into the ground, are required to permit the construction of housing units</td>
<td>Foundations in accordance with Joint Structural Division's Code of Practice (1995)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D3</td>
<td>The risk of sinkhole and doline formation is adjudged to be such that precautionary measures in addition to those pertaining to the prevention of concentrated ingress of water into the ground, are required to permit the construction of housing units</td>
<td>Possible solutions where sinkholes occur include the provision of reinforced concrete grids between exposed pinnacles (Wagener 1985), mattresses of improved material (Wagener 1985), raft foundations to allow occupants to escape and limit damage in the event of a sinkhole occurring (JSD 2000) Possible solutions where dolines are expected include split construction and raft construction in accordance with the Joint Structural Division's Code of Practice (1995)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D4</td>
<td>The risk of sinkhole and doline formation is such that precautionary measures cannot adequately reduce such risks to acceptable limits so as to permit the construction of housing units or the precautionary measures which are required are impracticable to implement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8 Some relationships between Dolomite Risk classes and NHBRC area designations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dolomite Risk Class</th>
<th>Selection of ranges of potential alternative Dolomite Area Designations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class 1</td>
<td>D2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class 2</td>
<td>D2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class 3</td>
<td>D2 or D3 depending on subsurface conditions or stand densities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class 4</td>
<td>D2 or D3 depending on subsurface conditions or stand densities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class 5</td>
<td>D3 or D4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class 6</td>
<td>D4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class 7</td>
<td>D4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class 8</td>
<td>D4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Inherent Risk of increasingly catastrophic (hazards) events', and enables decisions to be taken regarding the type of development which may take place.

If, for example, an area is characterised as reflecting a high Inherent Risk of small sinkhole formation and a low Inherent Risk of larger features developing, it is designated as Class 5 (table 6). The interpretation of geotechnical conditions leads to the conclusion that a preponderance of small-size sinkholes are anticipated, should events be triggered. However, this designation does not exclude sinkholes of a larger scale forming, although they are regarded as less likely. It should be borne in mind that statistically a low Inherent Risk implies an anticipated 0 ≤ 0.1 events per hectare over a 20-year period (table 2). Therefore, the worst-case scenario for the Class 5 area is interpreted as a high Inherent Risk for small sinkholes (ie more than 1.0 event per hectare per 20 years may be anticipated without risk management) and a low Inherent Risk (ie 0 ≤ 0.1 events per hectare per 20 years) for the various larger-size sinkholes.

Where conditions are characterised as reflecting a high risk of larger sinkholes forming, it is usually assumed that the risk is also high for the smaller sinkholes, except in exceptional geological settings. As an example, Class 6 represents conditions indicating a high Inherent Risk for medium-size sinkhole formation. Typically the risk of the smaller sinkholes is also high, since the susceptibility to mobilisation of the profile is the same for both small and medium-size sinkholes.

Where residential development type and stand size are known, townsships can be classified in terms of the Dolomitic Area Designations set out in table 7. Individual stands can be classified as being Class P (dolomitic) sites. The near surface soil horizons can be classified in terms of table 2.1 of the Joint Structural Division Code of Practice (1995) as being R, C, C1, C2, H, H1, H2, H3, S, S1 or S2. The site class of a particular stand should for example be described as Class P (dolomitic-D2/C2).

The relationship between table 6 and table 7 is set out in table 8, while minimum and mandatory remedial measures for areas designated as being D2 and D3 are given in Appendix A (JSD 1998).

**NHBRC REQUIREMENTS FOR SITES UNDERLAIN BY DOLOMITE**

The Housing Consumer Protection Measures Act (Act 95 of 1998) provides, inter alia, for warranty protection against defects in new homes and the establishment of technical standards in, and the regulation of, the home building industry. This Act in effect requires that all contractor-built housing in South Africa be built by home builders who are registered with the National Home Builders Registration Council and in accordance with the Home Building Manual of the NHBRC. The Act also requires that home loans by financial institutions and housing subsidies by provincial housing boards are only made to housing consumers if the home builder is registered with the NHBRC and the home is or will be enrolled with the NHBRC.

The Act provides for a fine of an amount not exceeding R25 000 or imprisonment of up to a year in respect of every director, trustee, managing member or officer of a home builder who knowingly permits a contravention of the Act in respect of each charge.

The NHBRC's Home Building Manual (1999) requires that home builders appoint Competent Persons to establish the risk of sinkhole and doline formation...

...in townships or portions thereof which are directly underlain by dolomites or limestones, ie at the surface or covered by surficial rocks measured on the gravity highs (eg Karoo Supergroup, Pretoria Group rock and their intrusives) of depth less than:

- 30 metres in areas underlain by limestone
- 60 metres in areas underlain by dolomites where no de-watering has taken place and the local authority has jurisdiction, is monitoring and
has control over the groundwater levels over the areas under consideration:

- 100 metres in areas underlain by dolomites where de-watering has taken place or where the local authority has not jurisdiction or control over ground water levels

Where the surficial rocks are thicker than the required minimum, specific attention should be paid to delineate dolines within which differential settlement has occurred or is likely to occur. In areas overlain by the Pretoria Group, attention should be paid to the possible presence of faults as sinkholes are known to occur along such geological features. Care shall be taken to identify palaeo-sinkholes, as the construction of housing units above such formations is prohibited.

Areas underlain by dolomites and limestones should be designated in accordance with table 7 based on the classification in table 6 and the relationship in table 8. Services in areas designated as being D2 and D3 are required to be installed in accordance with the guidelines given in Appendix A. Measures to address risks associated with sinkhole formation in areas designated as D3 should include the provision of reinforced concrete grids spanning between exposed pinnacles (Wagner 1985), the provision of mattresses of improved material (Wagner 1985) and the provision ofraft foundations to enable the housing unit to span over a sinkhole to allow occupants to escape from the unit and to limit structural damage after the occurrence of a sinkhole (JSD 2000).

The Competent Person is required to liaise with the local authority under whose jurisdiction the planned development lies and to include his submission to the NHBBC, a statement by such authority on their services risk management systems in dolomitic or limestone areas. Such statements must be signed by the relevant chief executive officer and include the authority’s policy and procedures which it has in place in respect of the installation of bulk water and sewer services, measures to prevent land invasion on areas zones as D4, maintenance of township services and enforcement of any special provisions and/or restrictions which may be imposed on individual erven. In sectional title developments, the home builder is also required to prepare and submit a services risk management plan, acceptable to the NHBBC, for inclusion in the constitution of the body corporate which is to be established, together with a firm undertaking that this plan be incorporated in the constitution which is put before the first body corporate meeting for adoption (NHBBC 1999). Matters which need to be considered when establishing and maintaining a risk management system are set out in Appendix B.

The NHBBC will only enrol housing units constructed in areas underlain by dolomites/limestones falling within areas demarcated as being Designation D1, Designation D2 or Designation D3 upon recommendation from its Technical Advisory Group. Its standing procedures in this regard are as follows (NHBBC 1999):

- The home builder must submit to the NHBBC a duly completed form countersigned by the Council for Geoscience, together with the local authority’s risk management statement, duly signed by their chief executive officer, and a report detailing the investigations undertaken and the basis upon which the zone designations are arrived at and, where relevant, a sanitation and stormwater plan.
- The home builder and his ‘Competent Persons’ may be required to make a presentation to the Technical Advisory Group.
- The Technical Advisory Group subjects the report and the sanitation and stormwater plans, if any, to a peer review, confirm or advise on amendments to the zoning and advise the NHBBC of their risk exposure in respect of the application.
- The NHBBC, upon advice of the Technical Advisory Group, decides in principle whether or not to enrol sites within the township, or portion thereof, on an individual site basis or to decline to enrol the outset of some or all of the sites.

CONCLUSIONS

Dolomitic land occupies significant portions of densely populated areas in Gauteng and in some areas of the North West Province, where there is an urgent need for additional housing for, inter alia, the poorest section of the economy. However, dolomitic terrain is known for the occurrence of catastrophic sinkholes and dolines, especially in areas where the metastable subsurface conditions have been disturbed by man’s activities.

The urgent need for a standard method to assess the Inherent Risk of a certain type of event (size of sinkhole or doline – hazard occurring in an area that has been (or is expected to be) exposed to a specific type of human ‘abuse’ has led to the refinement of the ‘Method of Scenario Supposition’ and development of the Proposed Method for Dolomite Land Hazard and Risk Assessment presented in this paper.

This method allows the site geological conditions to be evaluated by means of well-defined factors based on the known mechanisms of sinkhole or subsidence formation and, in the case of housing developments enables risk to be managed in accordance with the provisions of the Housing Consumers Protection Measures Act. This methodology is not prescriptive, but provides a deductive framework that requires professional judgement, based on the results of geotechnical investigation. The final characterisation of an area provides the Inherent Risk of a certain Hazard occurring, i.e. doline and specific size sinkhole formation. Based on the Inherent Risk and the overall hazard, appropriate township design, water precautionary and remedial measures and ongoing risk management can be implemented to ensure that the Development Risk is and remains acceptable. In this manner sustainable development is ensured.

It should be emphasised that the Proposed Method for Dolomite Land Hazard and Risk Assessment and the Dolomite Area Classes constitute a clear channel of communication between the geotechnical and structural engineering professions, between professionals and building control officers, and between professionals and developers.
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**APPENDIX A**

**Minimum requirements and mandatory precautionary measures in areas underlain by dolomites**

The Joint Structural Division established the following minimum requirements and mandatory precautionary measures for areas designated as being D2 and D3. These minimum and mandatory precau- tionary measures have been adopted by the NHBC on their Home Building Manual.

**General**

1. The site and surrounding area shall be steeped to permit the ready drainage of surface water and to prevent ponding. **Drainage ports should be incorporat- ed in boundary walls particularly at the lowest point of the site, to permit the passage of surface runoff.**

2. Natural ponds and water courses located within 10 m of any structure shall be rendered impervious.

3. Sanitation systems shall not incorpo- rate soak aways.

4. Backwash and other water from swimming pools shall be discharged into either the storm water or drainage sys- tems as required by the local authority. **The dolomitic stability over the route of any bulk water bearing service should be evaluated.**

**Township services**

5. Underground services shall be designed and constructed so as to minimise maintenance requirements and any potential leakage points in wet services and shall, as far as possible, be designed to avoid possible disturbance of the underground environment.

6. The relevant provision of SABS 1200 DB, L, LB, LC, LD and LE shall be observed in the installation of all underground services.

7. The backfilling to service trenches and other excavations shall, except in rock, not be more permeable than the sur- rounding material.

8. The stormwater drainage and sewerage system shall incorporate measures to ensure watertightness of conduits and other compartments. Whenever possible, storm water should be channelled in lined, surface canals. **Concrete non-pressure pipes should be of the spigot and socket type with rubber ring seals. Joints in box culverts, chan- nels, etc, should be sealed.**

9. Storm water drainage conduits shall be constructed at gradients, which will not permit the deposition of silt, or sand, of the type present in the catchment area.

10. Water mains shall be laid only in road reserves.

11. **Water piping materials shall be one or more of the following:**

   pipes of 75 mm and larger diameter:

   - high impact PVC pipes with vitreous joints
   - steel pipes with internal and exter- nal corrosion protection or other flexible (as defined in SABS 0102 Part 1) water pipes with flexible, self-anchoring connections

   pipes having a diameter of less than 75 mm:

   - HDPE type IV piping
   - polypropylene piping

   *The piping used in mains and communi- cation pipes should be flexible, joints should be minimal in number and, be of the flexi- ble, self-anchoring type, is not reliant on thrust blocks or friction for their anchorage.***

12. Provision for future connections shall be made in order to minimise the cut- ting into pipes to provide such con- nections.

13. Provision shall be made in all water bearing pipelines to accommodate any potential differential movements with- out causing the pipeline or joints to leak.

14. Road surfaces shall be located suffi- ciently low so as to permit the drainage of erena onto them.

15. Roadways which have a gradient of less than 1:8 shall be surfaced/sealed.

16. Where un-surfaced roads are the sole storm water system in a township, the roadways which act as major storm water collectors shall be surfaced.

17. The velocity of the 1 in 20 year storm water flowing along unsealed road- ways shall not exceed 1,5 m/s.

**Plumbing**

18. Water pipe entries into the buildings shall be in accordance with Figure S3.

19. All sewer and water pipes and fittings shall be provided with flexible, water- tight joints.

20. No plumbing and drainage pipes shall be placed under floor slabs, as far as is practicable.

21. The fall of the trenches shall be away from the buildings.

22. Pipes through walls shall be sleeved to permit relative movement.

23. WC pans shall be provided with a flexible connection at the junction with the outlet pipe.

24. The selection of piping material shall take cognisance of corrosion (both external and internal).

25. Water pipes shall have a minimum cover of 300 mm.

26. Wherever practical, service trenches shall not be excavated along the length of housing units within the first 3.0 m beyond the perimeter of such units.

**Site precautions**

27. Down pipes, if provided, shall dis- charge into concrete line drainage channels which discharge the water at least 1,5 m away from buildings.

28. Where guttering is not provided, a 1,5 m wide impervious apron slab shall be provided.

29. The ground immediately against the buildings shall be shaped to fall in excess of 75 mm over the first 1,5 m beyond the perimeter of the building, from where it shall drain freely away from housing units. Apron slabs, where provided, shall have the same fall.

**APPENDIX B**

**Matters to be considered when establish- ing and maintaining a Risk Management System**

**1 New townships**

1.1 Bulk and internal services in new townships must be installed in accor- dance with the provisions of *Appendix A* and any additional provi- sions provided in the geotechnical report.

1.2 A register of townships in areas designated as being D1, D2, D3 and D4 (Risk Classes 1 to 8) should be opened. Specified precautionary measures should be entered into the register where they differ from the minimum requirements set out in *Appendix A.*

1.3 The local authority must ensure that bulk services are upgraded appropri- ately in relation to increasing residen- tial densification.
2 Raising awareness

2.1 A map of all known dolomite areas within the local authorities area of jurisdiction should be prepared and maintained. This map should provide a composite stability zonation based on the Dolomite Area Designations and the related Dolomite Risk Class, eg D2 (Risk Class 1) and D3 (Risk Class 5). The Dolomite Area Designation will be of immediate importance to civil engineers involved in service design and maintenance, whereas the Dolomite Risk Class will be of value to the dolomite risk specialists from a development perspective.

2.2 The sections/departments of local authorities responsible for the maintenance of the water, sewer and electrical reticulation and bulk services as well as the building control section should be issued with maps showing the D2, D3 and D4 (Risk Classes 1 to 8) areas and must be informed of the potential risks and maintenance requirements for services in these areas.

2.3 Councillors whose wards fall within D1, D2, D3 and D4 (Dolomite Risk Class 1 to 8) areas, as well as leaders of community structures and organisations whose constituents reside in D2 (Classes 1 to 4) and D3 (Classes 3 to 5) areas, should be informed of the potential risks and maintenance requirements for services in these areas and the necessity to report any leakage/blockages/ponding of water in these areas to designated council officials.

2.4 Officials who receive and log reports from the public on disruptions in services, etc, must be provided with contingency plans including maps showing D2 (Classes 1 to 5), D3 (Classes 3 to 5) and D4 (Classes 6 to 8) areas and must be briefed on the implications of leaks and the like in these areas. Special reporting procedures must be established to ensure that maintenance teams are promptly advised of leaks and the like in areas designated as being D2, D3 or D4.

2.5 The local authority should inform residents in areas designated D2 (Classes 1 to 5) and D3 (Classes 3 to 5), every two years in a written communication, of the risks and their responsibilities which will include:

- prompt reporting of leaks and any subsidence
- refraining from making illegal connections and proceeding with the erection of new buildings on properties and the installation of swimming pools without permission
- ensuring that water does not dam up on their properties

Competent Person that such densification does not change the area designation.

3 Maintenance of services

3.1 A proactive maintenance strategy for waterbearing infrastructure should be developed. This can be readily done by superimposing the waterbearing infrastructure onto the stability risk zonation map described in Section 2.1 above. Priority in terms of vigilance, general maintenance, repair of leaks and expenditure of funds for upgrading or service replacement can be assigned on the basis of risk exposure. In this manner a prioritised, coordinated and pro-active strategy for maintenance and review of waterbearing infrastructure can be developed by the local authority.

3.2 Areas designated as being D2, D3 and D4 (Dolomite Risk Classes 1 to 8) must receive priority in the repair of leaks arising from the sewer and water reticulation.

3.3 Sewer mains in areas designated as D2, D3 or D4 (Dolomite Risk Classes 1 to 8) should be checked for water tightness by means of an air test at intervals not exceeding two years and repairs undertaken where necessary.

3.4 The stormwater systems in areas designated as being D2, D3 or D4 (Risk Classes 1 to 8) should be inspected for blockages and leaks at intervals not exceeding one year and repaired/cleaned undertaken where required.

3.5 All bulk services which are located in areas designated as being D2, D3 and D4 should be inspected for water tightness/blockages at intervals not exceeding one year and cleared/repaired where required.

3.6 Priority should be given to the upgrading of services in areas designated as being D2, D3 and D4 in order to minimise sewer overflows, ponding of water, bursts, water losses, etc.

4 Management of improvements to properties

4.1 Building control officers must, in areas designated as being D2 and D3, enforce any restriction regarding swimming pools and must ensure that alterations and additions are in accordance with the NHHRC requirements.

4.2 Building control officers should once every two years visually inspect properties in areas designated as being D2 and D3 to ensure that water is not damming up on properties.

4.3 Building control officers must not permit any densification of properties in areas designated as being D1, D2 or D3 unless it is confirmed by a

5 Measures to prevent land invasion

The local authority must put in place a policy and measures to preclude land invasions and to act positively where such invasions have occurred.

6 Groundwater control measures

Artificially induced fluctuations in the dolomite ground water level, particularly where shallow, may trigger sinkhole or doline formation. Consequently, it is essential that local authorities liaise with the Department of Water Affairs and set up appropriate groundwater monitoring procedures. Depending on the Dolomite Risk Class and Dolomite Area Designation (eg D4 or Class 7 and 8) of an area, in certain sensitive groundwater compartments, an outright ban on the sinking of abstraction boreholes may be required.

7 Emergency reaction plan in the event of a sinkhole or doline occurring

The local authority should set in place an emergency reaction plan to be followed in the event of a sinkhole or doline occurring in their area of jurisdiction. Managers of emergency services should be provided with the dolomite zone designation and risk map and briefed on the implications thereof. It is essential that these managers and emergency services personnel fully understand what a sinkhole is, possible stages of development and how large an area to evacuate around a potential event.

8 Database of ground subsidence events and structural damage

The local authority should establish a database of ground subsidence events and reported structural damage. Detailed records of this nature are useful in developing a clear perspective of the stability situation in a township, highlight areas of weakness and assists in the installation and management of a proactive maintenance strategy.

Note

The policy should not cause residents to be concerned to live in dolomitic areas. It is perfectly safe to do so provided that certain precautionary measures are observed.